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Appellant / Petitioner(s), Appellee / RespondentM +
Ct

BY ORDER OF THE COURT:

The respondents shall respond to the petition for writ of certiorari to review order "v
.

sealing judicial records within 15 days of the present order. The petitioners may reply to

the respective responses within 10 days of their service.

Within 15 days of the present order, the respondents shall file under seal a copy

of each of the documents determined by the trial court to be confidential in the three

orders on review. To the extent of contradiction, the confidentiality determinations in the

November 18, 201'5, order shall of course prevail over those of the October 27, 2015,

order. The respondents shall cooperate to provide a single bookmarked filing (divided

as may be necessary based on limitations of the portal) of these documents. The
- electronic filing(s) shall be clearly labeled as being under seal. Each document shall be

prefaced with a cover page listing the title of the document, which of the three orders on

review addresses the document, the specific paragraph of the order that refers to the

document, and an appendix number or letter. The documents shall be presented in the

sequence in which they are listed in the three orders. The respondents should identify

these filings in their responses as "sealed appendix _" to distinguish these filings from

the appendices to their respective responses.

The motion for leave to appear as amici curiae in support of the petitioners and to

join in their brief‘Is granted. In light of the nature of this request, no separate briefs shall

be filed by the amici.

| HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true copy of the original court order.
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